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What is Gamecosys? 
 
Gamecosys is a decentralized, efficient, and secure blockchain-based ecosystem in support of game             
industry. Our goal is to greatly improve the the efficiency and profitability of the following areas: 
 

● Business to Business sourcing and settlement  
 

● User Acquisition and marketing campaigns 
 

● IP asset management and licensing 
 
The Gamecosys B2B platform will apply the versatility and strengths of blockchain technologies to greatly               
improve the game industry product production pipeline - from sourcing to development, product distribution              
to user acquisition, contract payments to product operations - in service to game industry developers,               
publishers, IP licensors, and players. Gamecosys is dedicated to building trust, building strong and reliable               
partnerships, improve product quality, encourage industry efficiency and growth.  
 
The game industry suffers from many inefficiencies that are ideal targets for blockchain based business               
tools. However, it is our position that there are also larger, structural issues facing the game industry,                 
hampering its growth and restricting viable content. In order to further grow the global game industry, new                 
business support structures and new ways of doing business are needed - much larger solutions than any                 
one tool or app being proposed currently. A market sized solution requires an ecosystem of mutually                
supporting tools and marketplaces, bringing together the various parties in a B2B marketplace             
specifically designed for their businesses, business models designed to align their interests, and             
provide cost and time efficient tools to facilitate their work.  
 
Gamecosys intends to be that ecosystem, working together with other world leading partners to create a                
single venue industry businesses can look to for solutions to all their needs.  
 
Our team has the right perspective  
The Gamecosys team is made up of game industry business veterans, who understand the real problems                
faced by game businesses. We have worked in Developers, in Publishers, in IP Licensors. We know the                 
issues from the inside, and pooled our experience to create solutions that benefit the entire industry, not in                  
favor of one party at the expense of another. 
 
Our project has the right backers 
The Gamecosys platform has the backing of experienced, publicly listed leading game companies. They              
see the benefit of more efficient business solutions, not just for themselves but for their partners.  

 
Gamecosys has the backing of numerous national game developer associations, who see the value of               
giving their local content a more global reach via efficient and secure global operation tools, and a fair and                   
efficient B2B marketplace bringing together content creators and distributors.  
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The State of the Game Industry 
The game industry is large. Very large. By total direct customer count, one of the largest industries in the                   
world. In some nations as much as 80% of all citizens are game customers. Global yearly industry revenue                  
increases by billions; in some emerging markets millions of new customers are added each month.  
 
This explosive industry growth is largely thanks to a recent spike in the pace of industry globalization. The                  
game industry went from largely local, to fully globalized in the blink of an eye - pushed forward by the                    
sudden emergence of global digital distribution platforms like mobile app stores and console digital              
download stores. While market access costs fell, the associated costs of reaching users exploded thanks to                
thousands and thousands of new competitors and the costs managing localization branches.  
 
Operating any global business is extremely expensive, challenging, and fraught with pitfalls. Each             
additional cross border presence greatly increases the costs of business operation, requiring regulatory and              
banking oversight for each market, translation and currency exchange costs, local business fees and              
business development, protection of IP and digital security, market specific media and hardware             
restrictions, not to mention the cost of dozens of separate media promotional campaigns… Even very large                
corporations have difficulty operating a game business globally. 
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The result of this is only big companies are really participating in the global game business (there are some                   
exceptions, of course). The top 5% of game companies are making most of the revenue, and membership                 
in the top 5% tier rarely changes. So while digital distribution channels look full, in reality only a small                   
percentage of games are actually commercially viable. The rest disappear in a sea of high costs and noise.  
 
In order to enter the global market, smaller companies require distribution partners who have global reach.                
These partners charge extremely high fees for market access and financial operations, from 30% to 70% or                 
more of total revenue.  
 
It is Gamecosys’ position that - given better business models and much cheaper tools for               
international procurement and distribution - a significantly larger percentage of games could be             
commercially viable. Our goal is to convert these games to viable, and grow the market overall. This                 
benefits Developers, Publishers, and Channels alike.  

Primary Industry Parties 
 

The Channel 
Provides a “storefront” and hosts / delivers / secures content, provides a market appropriate              
payment gateway, banking and tax compliance for each market. 
Channel examples include Google Play (Android devices), Playstation Store (PS3, PS4), Steam (PC). A              
channel is a storefront, and like all storefronts they vary in business model and amount of curation. This                  
leads to a great variety of game industry channels, each of which favors a different type of game, and                   
requires a different business and content approach. Most Channels charge 30% to 50% of revenue earned                
by content released via their storefront. While this may seem like a very high fee (especially considering an                  
other payment gateways such as Visa would charge around 1/10th as much), the costs of international                
operation, licensing, tax compliance, media content compliance and policing, security, etc are quite high,              
and a great deal of content in their store never earns the Channel any money. Again, the few winners must                    
pay for a large number of “losers”. Better curation could mitigate this, but curation itself has a high cost.                   
Most channels prefer a wide net, though as markets get more saturated some channels are aiming more                 
niche to attract specific players.  

The Developer 
Builds the game content 
After costs for IP license cost / Publisher allocation / Channel allocation, a developer may see as little as                   
4% of post launch revenue, for which they must wait 3 to 4 months to receive. Even when they receive                    
revenue, they have no idea when the next revenue will arrive, nor a reliable measure of how much revenue                   
to expect. This means developers have trouble planning ahead, and hesitate to reinvest earnings in               
themselves; they tend to hoard cash when the have it. Developers tend to start life with some innovative                  
and creatively risky projects, but soon - starved for cash flow - turn to “safe” content with fast turn around                    
attempting to keep their teams paid and intact.  
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The Publisher 
Pays for game marketing and user acquisition, and gets the game onto Channel “shelves”. In some                
cases the publisher purchases an IP license for a developer to use.  
Publishers must outlay massive marketing budgets, often at great risk betting on unproven content; the               
intense competition for proven content essentially prices most publishers out of the market. This forces               
Publishers to charge high fees to developers, as the costs of failed games must be paid by the few                   
successful ones, and the size of the marketing budget required to reach a critical mass of players for a                   
given game is notoriously difficult to estimate.  

The IP Holder 
Sells license to use IP (characters, story, etc) in a specific product 
IP holders typically charge a Publisher or Developer a large up front fee for use of their IP in a game,                     
though some also require a percentage of revenue in addition. There are very few developers that can                 
afford to pay cash up front for IP use, as Developers tend to have cash flow issues and to hoard their                     
reserves, if any. This means it is primarily Publishers who license IP use, and then pass that license to a                    
developer for an OEM game. IP holders charge these high up front rates in part because they do not make                    
income often, perhaps only a few big sales per year - IP holders have many of the same cash flow issues                     
as developers. Also, the cost of policing the quality of the licensors use of IP is expensive, and they have                    
little control over IP after release.  

Industry Pain Points 
Failed projects, doomed projects... 

Industry Problem: Channel business model proscribes content  
Some Channels make significant additional revenue from in-content advertising, which strongly favors            
grindy RPG games that can pay out lots of little rewards for ad views. Other channels pay for content by the                     
minute played, which favors games that are long (but not necessarily based on progression systems). The                
business model of each Channel largely determines the kinds of content that is viable on a given Channel,                  
over time to their detriment.  
 
The Channel’s business model proscribes content - which we posit over time caused the store to become                 
crowded with very similar content - a narrow content band.  
 
For example, it used to be the case that network television shows were about 25% commercials, 75%                 
content, and that each episode of the show was essentially a standalone. This was because the Channel                 
(the TV Network) made its money by selling as many advertisements per hour as consumers would                
tolerate, and to also resell episodes to other Channels for rebroadcast - which was often done out of order.                   
This business model very strongly favors sitcoms and single episodic crime dramas; they are very               
predictably paced and easily watched in any order. This content band was narrow; people were tired of                 
sitcoms, and ready for something new. The traditional TV Channels, locked by their business models, could                
not find a way to provide it.  
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Recently, Netflix added a new business model - unlimited viewing for monthly subscription. This allowed               
very different content to be commercially viable for the Channel (Netflix). Shows did not have to include                 
advertising, and could be sequential as they were not resold on to other Channels. This business model                 
favored long serial series, watched in order and without interruption. The demand for such “new” content                
was huge, and Netflix became very successful. Netflix grew not just their own market share, but the overall                  
market size itself - they did not just steal market share from the traditional Channels, in creating an entirely                   
new viable content band they grew the overall size of the market itself.  
 
A Channel’s narrow content is a serious issue facing not just the Channel, but for the industry itself. A                   
Channel may have trouble keeping customers due to the limited types of games available - for example                 
many customers are leaving mobile games entirely, for lack of interesting content. In a narrow content                
band, the cost of marketing is very high - it is expensive to attract attention to your game amid a sea of very                       
similar games. This can also drive developers and publishers away from a Channel.  
 
We feel that the next big potential game industry growth will come from new viable Channel                
business models - which will make a lot more game types commercially viable. These new business                
models will be enabled by a combination of efficient new distribution technology, new marketplaces for               
content procurement, new paths to market, and a radical new way of thinking about the business - just as it                    
was in the case of netflix.  
 
Gamecosys is building these tools, marketplaces, and industry support structures, on top of which the next                
generation of Channels will be built. We aim to be the foundation of the next wave of industry growth. We                    
want to help grow the industry as a whole, to the benefit of all businesses.  
 

Industry Problem: Lack of a matching market 
Finding optimum partners is make or break for publisher and developer, and there is no marketplace.                
Connecting the right developers with the right publishers is time consuming, prohibitively expensive, with a               
low conversion rate. A lot of good potential matches are missed.  
 
Most publishers want a broad portfolio of games of different genres, not a dozen of the same game. This                   
requires the publisher to work with a wide variety of developers, each of which specializes in a different                  
genre of game. Finding the right developer to fill a hole in the Publisher’s active portfolio is time consuming                   
and expensive, requiring a research team, business development and travel expense, studio visits and              
audits to verify a Developer can deliver what they promise. Without some outside review and assurance,                
building trust takes time, and with each new developer the process must start again. Even once a good                  
potential Developer partner is found, lack of trust between parties leads to long and expensive contract                
process. In many cases Publishers prefer to purchase games from an existing partner, even if another                
Developer has a more interesting product available - the cost and risk of working with a new Developer is                   
just too high.  
 
Developers want to know that their game will be published - before they go to the effort to make it. A                     
Publisher’s portfolio needs are frequently changing, and development issues may delay delivery of a game.               
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There is little assurance that the game they start today will fit the needs of a particular Publisher a year in                     
the future, when the game is completed.  
 
 
To mitigate this risk, a Developer needs to build a relationship with as many Publishers as possible, to                  
better their chances one of them will be looking for their game, when it is finished. However, getting noticed                   
by a publisher is expensive and time consuming, and most developers don’t have criteria by which to judge                  
whether a publisher is a good fit. Developers just want to make a great game, and have (often futile) hopes                    
that just the right Publisher will magically appear and desperately need exactly the game they’ve just                
finished building. In many cases, good games - and good Developers - simply disappear for lack of finding                  
the right publisher partner at the right time. A Publisher may be out there looking for exactly the game the                    
Developer built, but there is no sufficiently efficient marketplace to bring the two together. The perfect deal                 
exists, but is not found, and both parties lose out.  

Industry Problem: high CPI costs, especially for the mobile market  
Traditional user acquisition (UA) is top down, relying on massive amounts of advertising power, both               
in-game (ad serving) and in digital / print media. In a crowded marketplace, advertising platforms can name                 
their price, and in many cases they auction off views. This has led to the ballooning of Cost Per Install (CPI)                     
prices , with the cost of getting a single download often well above what a “normal” game can ever expect                   

1

to earn from a user. Only very large publishers, with good relationships with many media channels in many                  
countries, can get a game noticed enough to become profitable.  
 
High CPI costs have sparked a “winner takes all” loop - only the richest companies can get their                  
games downloaded, which means they make all the money, which allows them to afford to advertise                
enough to get their games downloaded, and so on. Ad space is frequently auctioned off, exacerbating                
established company advantage by creating a spiralling price arms race for eyeballs. A newcomer must               
have an enormous warchest to spend on CPI, regardless of the quality of their content. This feedback loop                  
is part of the reason that of the top 200 publishers, only a tiny percentage are new each year. Once you are                      
at the top - you stay at the top. New products, and smaller developers or publishers with interesting content,                   
have an extremely hard uphill climb to get noticed. Even a global feature on a major channel is little                   
guarantee.  

Industry Problem: cash flow cash flow cash flow 
Money earned by a game from a customer is first received by the Channel, who after several months                  
passes the money to the Publisher, who after another several months passes the remaining revenue on to                 
the Developer.  
 
Many Developers are put out of business desperately waiting for that next revenue share check. Steady,                
predictable, reliable cash flow is key to Developer health. If their share of the revenue is steady and                  
predictable, even declining revenue can be planned for, and Developers can feel more confident to reinvest                
surplus back into the company improving processes and making each product better than the last.  
 

 

1 https://www.chartboost.com/insights/?platform=Google%20Play  
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Industry Problem: IP asset management 
IP is key in the game industry, to have access to solid and engaging IP means your games are visible in                     
crowded markets, your games are more engaging, and marketing money spent on one product can carry                
over onto future IP products - lowering future marketing costs. However, as there is no secure, safe, global                  
system for independent IP holders to manage the use of their IP assets, the cost of policing the use of IP                     
content is extremely high, and there is little available recourse in the case of misuse. There are very few                   
business models available to IP holders, due largely to the limitations of current policing tools.               
While blockchain based digital asset management (DAM) systems currently exist, most of these are              
focused on private (player) virtual item management (a common ICO product) or on persistent attribution ,               

2

rather than B2B IP digital asset management.  

Industry Problem: Inefficient procurement pipeline 
Most other industries that are on revenue par with the game industry have extremely well developed                
procurement systems, with legions of people working tirelessly to build marketplaces and platforms that              
connect the right manufacturer with the right distributor, and constantly improve supply chain efficiency.              
Many of the world's leading companies are in the procurement and fulfillment space. And yet the game                 

2 
https://creativecommons.org/2015/06/05/creative-commons-france-experiments-with-ascribe-to-support-copyleft-throu
gh-the-blockchain/  
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industry, in many ways one of the most high tech on Earth, still does procurement largely by hand, with little                    
oversight or protection for buyer or seller, painfully slow, costly, and inefficient. There is clearly a better way                  
of doing things - and a lot of revenue gains to be found in improving the efficiency of the development and                     
procurement supply chain.  

The Gamecosys Solution - A New Ecosystem  
Gamecosys’ core values are trust, success, and quality. Realizing these values requires a framework of               
systems to support. Trust is not an accident, it is built and maintained, supported by tools and community.                  
Success is not by accident, it is the result of the right people matched with the right projects, with teams                    
focused on the product rather than overhead or worrying about their partners. Quality is not an accident, it                  
is the result of confident teams feeling secure in their projects and futures, with planned resources and no                  
derailments.  
 
Gamecosys’ goal is to upgrade the ecosystem, providing flexibility and savings for companies both              
large and small. To this end, we offer a full suite of essential business solutions, creating a powerful and                   
decentralized business engine. Gamecosys provides a complete solution: find your partners, use standard             
modules to quickly make your deal, use blockchain enabled technology to cheaply and securely execute               
your deal, use modern blockchain based tools for affordable “nextgen” user acquisition.  
 
The ecosystem is made up of four pillars, which taken together cover the core necessary business activities                 
and transactions across the game industry value chain. Four main DAPPs - Game Voltage, GES Pay,                
GrowIP and GrowUser - are powered by the GES settlement token, a seamless and revolutionary new way                 
to execute game business efficiently and securely.  
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The benefits of a complete ecosystem 
The gamecosys team understands the game business, and have a lot of experience dealing with external                
vendors and specialized enterprise solutions. While each of these may individually perform quite well, as a                
project becomes a “basket of vendors” (or your Unity project becomes a “basket of asset packs”) you find                  
things start to seriously break down.  
 

● There is overhead for implementation and oversight for each tool / vendor 
● There is a great deal of work to do integrating tools / vendors with each other. Information or assets 

do not flow well, or a lot of time ends up spent converting your work from one vendor’s format to 
another. Conversion between formats - whether converting currency, format, layout, codec, etc - is 
always extra cost and often expensive.  

● In some cases tools / vendors are simply not compatible with each other. While you may like each 
individually, they can’t help you reach your goal.  

 
For example, say a publisher wants to use the “power of blockchain” to lower their operation costs. Their                  
goal? Lower the cost of getting a game to market - or as we like to call it “Make game happen”. To do this                        
using the currently available tools (including the large number of “gaming ICOs”), the publisher would have                
to spend a lot of time and money to implement each individually, then spend a lot of time managing them.                    
Add to those costs the added expense of frequently converting from each of the many tokens and                 
currencies and/or tokens (while the value of each fluctuates independently), and any cost savings have               
been lost.  
 
Individually, each of the small solutions may make sense. But only as an ecosystem does the real efficiency                  
happen, only as a full framework does “Make game happen” become truly faster and more efficient.  
  
When Gamecosys was founded, we looked at how people in the game industry actually work, then                
designed a solution for how they actually want to work. They want a seamless solution. They want a                  
single setup cost which solves a lot of their problems at once. They don’t want to think about how things will                     
work together, they just want things to work together. They want “make game happen” to be faster, easier,                  
and cheaper. It is a lofty goal.  
 
There are strong cost savings benefits from an ecosystem approach: 

● Seamlessly move along the sourcing chain from project inception, to finding partners, to making / 
signing / executing the contract, to finding users, through finally efficiently distributing revenue 
payments and move  

● Use a single token for a variety of different transactions, including cross border payments to 
partners. No mucking about in a bunch of tokens, currencies, and exchange costs.  

● Remove a lot of middleman, payments are received much sooner, with less fees. 
● A single implementation cost covers all your needs.  
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Game Voltage 
Game Voltage is a professional, web based marketplace platform for game industry B2B, with a strong                
existing network of developers and publishers, and the Global Mobile Game Conference (GMGC ) as a               3

strategic partner. Game Voltage's precise search engine and matchmaking system helps Developers find             
the right partners, and Publishers to easily find the products they are looking for. Whether looking for                 
games, direct sale of game source code, or industry service providers, Game Voltage helps match the ideal                 
product, then facilitates safe and secure transactions.  
 

3 http://en.gmgcongress.com/ 
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Market Trends 
 
The Chinese market has become fiercely competitive for local content, leading more and more Asian               
publishers and developers to enter overseas markets.  
 
 
At the same time, China market interest in overseas content is increasing, and western publishers and                
developers hope to expand their business into the Asian market, which now exceeds +100 billion RMB in                 
annual revenue.  
 
However, bridging the gap is extremely difficult.  
 

● Developers do not have enough resources and channels to reach a worldwide audience, lack 
localization and global operations, and have trouble getting market specific performance data used 
to continually improve in each market. It is difficult to find a local publishing partner, exacerbated by 
cultural gaps and business environments.  
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● Publishers have to sift through a huge amount of content to find truly good games, with solid 

commercial potential. It is impossible to constantly fly around the world to find the ideal game and 
team.  

 
 

The Game Voltage One Stop Matching Market 
Game voltage currently provides a variety of services to customers around the world, via a one stop B2B                  
marketplace, that quickly and easily connects the right publisher to the right developer. 
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Other services are available via the marketplace:  
 

● Investment Matching 
Game voltage helps to secure funding, and identify the right investment opportunities.  

 
● Art Matching 

A secondary market allows developers and publishers to source IP licensing and art outsource              
companies for projects.  

 
● Talent Matching 

Find the right person for your project, anywhere in the world.  
 

● Development and Localization Assistance 
Game Voltage provides in house development services in house, with a team dedicated to “true               
localization” of game language, operations, and market appropriate game economy changes.  

 

Game Voltage Advantages 
Game voltage helps to greatly decrease the costs and overhead of finding partners, especially when               
bridging overseas markets, and facilitates ongoing business to keep things running smoothly.  
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Game Voltage 2.0  
Game Voltage serves as the 1.0 foundation for the Gamecosys blockchain-based Game Voltage 2.0,              
a truly modern B2B sourcing and procurement marketplace, designed by professional marketplace            
designers from the ground up to support the specific B2B needs of the game industry. Our platform                 
services promote game industry transparency, facilitate resource matching, and reduces the time and cost              
of dealmatking - backed by blockchain-powered Gamecosys Deal Engine smart contracts, and the GES              
settlement token.  
 
 

Game Voltage 2.0: Deal Engine - “dual layer” contract support 
Blockchain distributed ledgers are used to automatically execute business deal contracts via smart             
contract. The peer-to-peer database first captures all terms and conditions between parties, then uses data               
gleaned across distributed nodes or servers to determine when those conditions have been met, and               
executes a corresponding action such as payment. 
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Well-defined dual layer contracts are provided for common game industry business cases. First parties              
define the standard parameters such as Licensing Territory, Licensing Period, Licensing Fee, Revenue             
Share Ratio etc., which then automatically defines corresponding parameters in the associated smart             
contract. This dual layer structure - a standard contract executed by smart contract - allows multiple                
parties to collaborate more effectively and efficiently.  

 

● Common legal contracts are available, each executed by a paired smart contract. These greatly              
reduce the time, legal, and transaction costs of partnerships - easy to implement, easy to enforce. 

  
● A “next gen” set of more complex contract pairs are available, in support of new business models                 

made viable by secure and cost efficient smart contract execution. These include multi-publisher             
single market, the ability to reliably and efficiently assign development phases to different parties,              
gradated revenue share plans, etc.  
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● New dual layer contract templates - in support of new business models - are added all the time, and                   

existing models are updated and improved on a regular basis. Find the contract and business model                
that suits your project, rather than force your project to fit an outdated business model.  

 
● Custom smart contracts can be custom tailored to meet specific requirements. 

 
● Smart contracts means revenue sharing is done safely and transparently. Set conditions that trigger              

disburse payments to multiple parties in minutes, not months.  
 

● Revenue sharing can be as frequent as per-item sold, rather than a monthly aggregate. This means 
parties can get paid as often as hourly, not monthly. This greatly improves cash flow, allows all 
parties to more quickly respond to revenue changes, and lowers the chance of “surprise” default by 
any one party.  

 
● All parties receive a secure and transparent view of policy and payment data, so that they can make 

informed business decisions based on a common, trusted data set. 
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GES Pay  
 

GES Pay is comprised of a payment gateway, a token wallet for players, and a Software Development Kit                  
(SDK) which allows our members to integrate their products into Gamecosys blockchain ecosystem. GES              
Pay will run on a Gamecosys managed private chain running on the Radien Network, in order to provide                  
near real-time transaction and settlement.  
 
GES Pay is made up of the following functional modules: 
 

● Game Payment SDK - Integration of this SDK for game products enables players to create profiles                
and pay with GES for specific in-app purchases, and on some channels also allows players to use                 
tokens to purchase games for download, or to renew monthly subscriptions.  

● GES Wallet - The player GEW wallet, where players manage their GES token balance, purchase               
and reward history. 

● GES Data - The SDK also manages the capture of in-game data on IP asset usage, and KPI                  
performance date. These are then processed on Gamecosys servers to produce reports for             
Gamecosys members.  

● GES Exchange - Gamecosys members can purchase GES tokens from the Gamecosys at market 
rate.  
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GrowIP  
The IP licensing path is inefficient, insecure, limited in execution options, and requires a lot of expensive                 
and time consuming oversight. It is not an exaggeration so say that dealing with IP oversight can double the                   
time required to complete a project. To overcome this, Gamecosys provides a robust blockchain based               
Digital Asset Management (DAM) framework, developed expressly for the needs of the game industry.  
 
The GES IP DAM - named GrowIP - is tailor-made for IP holders to create and manage IP asset catalogs,                    
which are embedded with blockchain secured IDs. IP holders can seamlessly shop for partners using the                
Gamecosys marketplace, resulting in a much lower cost for IP agreements while at the same time greatly                 
increasing control of use.  
 
GrowIP blockchain-based Digital Asset Management means: 
  

● A full framework for IP participation in the B2B marketplace allows shopping for IP licensing to be                 
done safely and efficiently, resulting in a lot more IP deals overall.  
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● Transparent, legally supported proof of ownership, and proof of allowed use.  

 
● Set use enforceable use restrictions, set use time periods, and in some cases even “turn off” assets                 

remotely without updating the game client.  
 

● Real time logistics on IP asset use, sale, and status. Know where assets are used, by whom, seen                  
by whom, what assets are popular, etc. Learn how an IP is performing, with insight as to why.                  
Blockchain based DAM gives IP holders unprecedented usage data in real time, down to individual               
asset popularity for each market, at no additional overhead to the publisher or developer.  

 
GrowIP also provides a full suite of smart contracts for IP licence execution.  
 

● Common IP licence contracts are available, each executed by a paired smart contract. This dual               
layer system is efficient, transparent, and greatly reduces costs and overhead.  

 
● Smart contracts provide incremental per-instal or per-item sale payments; get paid in minutes, each              

time an IP asset item is sold or used. Better cash flow, longer tail, faster response times.  
 

● The efficient execution of smart contracts enables new and complex business models; gradated             
revenue sharing, safe and easy multi-IP collaboration projects, and even “micro-licensing” of single             
assets.  

 
● IP holder can much more safely enter into commision-only agreements with developers, greatly             

expanding the IP’s viable licensees.  

 

GrowUser  
Traditional UA is oppressively expensive, requiring huge amounts of digital and traditional marketing, with a               
very hard-to-prove return on investment. Most money is simply thrown into the wind, with hopes something                
comes back as installs.  
 
The Gamecosys user acquisition (UA) framework - called GrowUser - is a simple but robust tool 
with which to create UA campaigns, using a token-powered, powerful and proven direct marketing 
framework to greatly lower the cost of UA. Players are rewarded with GES tokens for installs, spend, 
and referrals.  
 
 
 

● Break out of the CPI arms race by directly rewarding downloads and referrals with GES tokens,                
which can be used by players as a dual currency with which to buy specific items as chosen by the                    
campaign operator. Reward players for downloading a game and for referring their friends, players              
use those rewards to buy items in games.  
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● Absolutely transparent ROI - know exactly how much each of your UA dollars spent returns to you                 
as customer installs. Provable spend is better spend.  

 
● Implementation by token and smart contract allows parties to carefully control UA spending, set              

caps on rewards easily and on the fly, set dates for actions so as to easily coordinate with other                   
marketing actions in other digital or traditional media, and set KPI-based triggers for campaign              
actions.  

 
● A full set of UA campaign template smart contracts are available to make implementation and               

operation effortless.  
 

● The UA system smart contract allows games to reward for install, referral, spend, and/or spend by                
referral, depending on the desired marketing campaign’s design.  

 
 

Technical Structure 

IAB Wallets 
Gamecosys uses four separate blockchain based token wallets: Player (public), Game Developer, Game 
Publisher, and the GAMECOSYS platform. At the time of purchase or smart contract execution, there may 
be a transaction executed from one wallet to another.  
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For these internal wallet to wallet transactions, Gamecosys makes use of the Raiden Network for off-chain                
transactions. The Raiden Network supports P2P transactions and margin trading in Ethereum, with ledger              
settlement done on the blockchain. The Raiden Network is an off-chain expansion of the Ethereum               
transaction mechanism, which can operate together with Ethereum, communicate with other Raiden            
Networks to complete the transactions, and communicate with the Ethereum blockchain to manage the              
margin stock. 
 
The Raiden Network greatly increases transaction cadence of Gamecosys smart contract settlement            
execution, and allows transactions and exchange signatures to be private - important for B2B contract               
execution. The Raiden Network has other important advantages:  
 

● Scalability: The Raiden Network transaction throughput can scale as high as 10M transactions/s.  
 

● Speed: Transactions can be confirmed immediately, even before they are wr 
 

● Privacy protection: Single transactions won’t be shown on main public account. 
 

● Orderbook-interoperability: Supports all tokens/coins based on the Ethereum network. 
 

● Lower fees: Transaction fees on the Raiden Network is 7 times lower than on the blockchain. 
 

● Micro-transactions: Minimum transaction amounts can be lower, and the system allows for efficient 
processing of micro transactions - important for the Gamecosys model.  
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GrowIP - Gamecosys DAM technical framework 
Gamecosys DAM is tailor-made for IP owner or artist to create their IP asset management and catalog. 
 
Every digital asset created by Gamecosys DAM will include a digital footprint in the form of encrypted 
blockchain record.  
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When a new digital asset is created using the Gamecosys DAM, a new blockchain will be inserted to the 
asset, indicating the asset owner. The asset will then allow to send to other parties for further development . 
When this asset is used by other party, a new footprint is recorded to the blockchain.  
 
The footprint will propagate all along the development pipeline to the end user. This allow the asset owner 
trail back how their assets are used. Any non-licence or illegal use of assets can be easily discovered and 
stop accordingly. 

 

 

Dual Layer Smart Contract framework  
A smart contract is a software-generated container that gathers together all the info related to a particular                 
contract, such as inputs and outputs of the smart contract logic. When parties agreed the deal and put it in                    
a smart contract, all the contract terms and conditions are stored as bits and bytes and deployed to the                   
blockchain network. 

 

Each time when there is a transaction, the data update required all parties’ approval on the blockchain                 
network. The smart contract automatically gather the information and when the conditions are meet, credit               
transfer is executed without any delays. Such transaction is broadcasted across the blockchain, so any               
stakeholder can instantly reflect this on its accounting. 

 

The terms of smart contracts can’t be misinterpreted since the code will be executed in full accordance with                  
the determined logic. Smart contracts allow reducing costs since all partied can get rid of intermediaries.                
There’s no need for multiple intermediaries that have to approve transactions, so both parties can forget                
about the middlemen fee and delays. 
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Gamecosys ecosystem smart contract will be based on the Ethereum and Raiden network backbone. The               
smart contract editor will allow user to create smart contract with minimum effort. Any user can create a                  
smart contract with a few click using the standard contract templates. With the open source nature of                  
Ethereum and Raiden network, user can also create their own customized smart contract based on their                
need.  

 

Gamecosys Business Model 

Revenue Streams 
The GAMECOSYS platform earns profit from transaction fees, game shares, advertisement services, and             
professional consulting. 

 

● Transaction Fee: GAMECOSYS will charge 5% of the transaction amount for any trading activity              
on the GAMECOSYS platform. This includes actions such as game purchases by players, GES              
spent by players for games and IAPs.  

 
● Growth Model: Gamecosys will sell reserved tokens to players and members during the ecosystem              

growth.  
 

● Game shares: When a developer sells the distribution rights to game publishers, the platform will               
acquire 5% of the game’s equity, meaning, the GAMECOSYS platform will not only obtain 5% of                
revenue from the auction, but also receive 5% of the game’s revenue in the future. 

 

● UA Commission : Gamecosys will charge a percentage commission total spend of users acquired              
via the GrowGame UA system. 

 
● Advertisement services: Gamecosys will provide in-platform advertising options for B2B and B2C.  
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The GES Token 
 
The GES token is the heart of the ecosystem. It is used to settle accounts, acquire players, split revenue, 
promote games, and in general make business flow through the ecosystem. In theGES token lies the cost 
savings, the time savings, the security and reliability, the increased trust between partners. It is what makes 

An ecosystem an ecosystem, and not just a “basket of features”. 

Token Usage 
 
Tokens circulate throughout the Gamecosys ecosystem, allowing customers to participate across a range             
of services without exchange costs or delays. Business account GES holders (Publisher / Developer / IP                
Licensor) may exchange tokens into desired FIAT via an exchange.  
 

● (C2B) Players pay tokens to purchase games for download, and for select IAPs.  

 

● (B2C) Publishers / Developers pay tokens to players as part of GrowUser UA campaigns.  

 

● (B2B) Publishers / Developers pay tokens to IP Holders for use of IP assets in a game product.  

 

● (B2B) Publishers use GES tokens as settlement for developer content distribution rights.  

 
Token Allocation 
 

Gamecosys Limited will generate total 1,000,000,000 GES Tokens, for use as a settlement token within the                
Gamecosys ecosystem.  

 
● 400,000,000 GES (40%) distributed in our sale. 

 
● 150,000,000 GES (15%) will be allocated to partners 

 
● 200,000,000 GES (20%) retained by company and team 

 
● 150,000,000 GES (15%) allocated to for ecosystem growth 

 
● 100,000,000 GES (10%) for bounty program and Advisors 
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Growth Model  
Growing the ecosystem is an essential, the larger the ecosystem the more value we provide to our                 
customers. Gamecosys will implement an Ecosystem Growth Model to boost the adoption of GES. The               
distribution will be started with the initial service launch. The pool for Growth will be used for selling to                   
players and members as well as incentive to members. The incentive scheme encourage members in the                
following ways 
 

● Participate in Gamecosys platform by integrating GES and use the platform 
 

● Bring in their players into Gamecosys  
 
Gamecosys reserves 15% for the Growth Pool 5 years only, however we will refill the pool with our buyback                   
mechanism. 
 

Distribution Plan 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 

Number of GES for EGM  10,000,000 20,000,000 30,000,000 40,000,000 50,000,000 

Reserve for sale to 
players and members  

50% 60% 80% 90% 100% 

Incentive to members  50% 40% 20% 10% 0% 

 
Gamecosys will burn the tokens which are not distributed through sale or gift according to the above plan.  
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Buyback Mechanism 
 
 
To maintain the GES token’s stability and stimulate continuous market demand. Gamecosys will conduct              
Token Buy Back Program designed for the benefit of all token holders as well as growing the ecosystem.                  
With the program, Gamecosys will buy its GES tokens in the secondary market (cryptocurrency exchanges)               
and put back into Growth Model pool for the incentive portion.This strategy will help GES token’s seamless                 
fuel the ecosystem and provide for its ultimate vitality.  
 
To facilitate the Buy Back Program, Gamecosys will build a buy back fund pool which is composed of  
 

1. 20% of the funds raised within the token sale will be reserved in a special fund to start the BuyBack                    
program.  

 
2. 20% of operational profit 

 
Gamecosy will start its Token Buy Back Program after the launch of Game Voltage targeted in Q1 2019. 
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Token Sale  

 
 
GES Purchase Method: ETH 
The price for each 1 GES will be 0.0001 ETH 
1 ETH will purchase 10,000 GES 
Bonus tokens with lock up period of 6 months are to be awarded in Pre-sale stage 
 
Concrete details of token calculation is as seen below: 
Pre-sale (20% bonus ) 

1 ETH = 12,000 GES 
 
Public-Sale ( 0% bonus ) 

1 ETH = 10,000 GES 
 
* Minimum Transaction Amount is 1 ETH 
* Hard Cap is 40,000 ETH 

 
* GES tokens are not securities and holding GES tokens does not represent holding GAMECOSYS shares. 
* Participants of the GAMECOSYS token sale sponsor the development of the GAMECOSYS platform, the 
GAMECOSYS company does not promise to provide token sale participants for any returns. 
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Use of Proceeds 

All funds received from the Token Sale will be used for the development of the GAMECOSYS platform, 
specifically: 
 
40% for Product Development 
Recruitment of top talents to maintain GAMECOSYS’s competitive edge, as well as developing new 
financial products and services. 

20% for Business Operations  
Cost for business development, business operations, and service support. 
 
20% for Sales and Marketing 
Budget for branding, players acquisition, and market penetration. 
 
10% for Auditing and Security Compliance 
GAMECOSYS will make all efforts to ensure the security of all users’ crypto assets,aiming to achieve 
banking industry-level of auditing and security compliance. 
 
10% for Legal Affairs 
As a business platform, legal compliance is key to GAMECOSYS’s long-term success. 
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The Gamecosys Team 

Evan Webb - CEO  
Evan is a 15-year veteran game architect, with a focus on player choice design, game               
operations design, social infrastructure design, and behavioral economics. His technical and           
design experiences include games for most platforms, from PS1/2/3, Wii, XBox, PC, mobile, to              

even the old handhelds PSP and Gameboy Advance. Starting at EA Games in Los Angeles (Goldeneye,                
Medal of Honor), Evan then moved to Activision Games where he worked for nearly a decade on a long                   
series of popular titles, including 4 years as the Lead Designer on Call of Duty Online, an important                  
collaboration project with Tencent for the China market. After working on both small and large projects, in                 
both western and in Asian markets, as a publisher and as a developer, Evan has a strong perspective on                   
how the game industry works (and how it isn’t working). This perspective lead him to create Gamecosys in                  
2017, with the “optimistic-realist” goal to make markets more efficient, and thereby help people make better                
games.  
 

His full profile can be found at: https://www.linkedin.com/in/evan-webb-26917a4/  

 

Terence Chow - & COO  
Terence is an accomplished and highly respected business management professional with an            
emphasis on building and managing complex businesses. Terence has more than 20 years’             
experience with a proven track record in mobile business development and operations,            

especially in ecosystem establishment. He is the CEO of MAMO Games, a mobile game company focusing                
on entertainment collaboration with Meiah Entertainment (Hong Kong Stock Code: 00391) and 3W (privately              
funded) as a strategic investor. Before joining MAMO, he was the COO of Woosh Game, a joint-venture of                  
China Unicom’s app store company XiaoWo Technology which responsible for building Asia's third-party             
app store service. Before Woosh Game, Terence served as the Operation Director in 91 Wireless (the                
leading third-party app store service in China) where he built and managed the regional mobile game                
channels for the global market.  
 

Terence is also a successful serial entrepreneur. He co-founded Connect Infinity, a China-based vertical              
community startup and successfully launched the first vertical e-commerce community with the leading             
fashion media “Milk” in China. He co-founded Linuxtimes and Infoislive now, named as Lakoo, which has                
Tencent and Sequoia as investors. 
 

His full profile can be found at:https://www.linkedin.com/in/chow-terence-2257319/  
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Ben Li - CTO 
A mobile industry veteran with 16 years of software and mobile product development             
experience. Joined Nokia APAC in 2001 after graduating from National University of Singapore             

on scholarship, to lead the development of several high profile global projects, including the rollout of Club                 
Nokia in APAC and N-Gage gaming platform for Greater China. After Nokia, Ben joined renowned game                
company Softstar as R&D Director, to build mobile development team in Shanghai to produce several best                
selling mobile games on multiple smartphone platforms. In 2009, Ben joined social gaming startup              
Scoreloop as founding team member and headed the Technical Service in Asia to lead SDK development                
and game developer relationship. Worked with mobile operators in the region to launch social gaming               
services. Scoreloop was later acquired by Blackberry in 2011 for 75mil USD and became the default Game                 
service on Blackberry devices. Since 2012, Ben joined NetDragon (0777.hk) in Hong Kong as Product               
Director to lead mobile app store 91.com’s overseas expansion and product development, till its acquisition               
by Baidu for 1.9 billion USD. Ben is now Business Director for Codapay, a Singapore-based e-payment                
company, providing intelligent payment solutions to leading Chinese internet and gaming companies to help              
them flourish outside of China.His full profile can be found at: https://www.linkedin.com/in/benja797/  
 

 

  

Novem Yip - CMO 
Novem is a games industry veteran with 15 years of experience managing and leading              

marketing, overseas business development, and billing systems and virtual billing systems across PC and              
mobile. Prior to joining Mamo, she was the CEO, and co-founder of TopBanana, a mobile game developer                 
and publisher based in Hong Kong which was acquired in 2016. Before TopBanana, Novem was the                
Overseas BD Director of iDreamSky, in which she managed projects like “Temple Run” and “One Piece.”                
Before Mamo and TopBanana, Novem worked in marketing, business development, and operations roles at              
leading companies including Lineage, the developer of NCsoft and payment solution provider, Gash (a              
Gamania Group company). Novem is a sought-after expert for the Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Mainland               
China markets.Her full profile can be found at: https://www.linkedin.com/in/novem-yip-10476a22/  
 
 

Samson Cheung: Security Lead 
Samson is a forensic and security expert in the telecom industry in Canada, with years of                
experience building secure applications and working closely with government and researchers           
to improve security standards. Before focusing in the security field, Samson was active in the               

supply-chain industry and built several proprietary platforms for global footwear and apparel brands.             
Successfully connecting the points of sales to material preparation activities across the globe, and              
significantly increased market share and customer satisfaction.  

His full profile can be found at: www.linkedin.com/in/samson-cheung  
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Gary Ip: Business Development Director 
Gary Ip is an entrepreneur who has been making a mark in the gaming industry for over ten                  
years. He has also been an active early-stage investor on cryptocurrencies. In 2008, he              

founded ACT Productions Co. Ltd., a subsidiary company of ACT Media. ACT was launched by a team with                  
years of experience, specializing in marketing, and media and productions for the gaming industry in Hong                
Kong, Taiwan, and Southeast Asia. In 2013, He recognized the opportunity to enter the mobile game                
industry and established Monster Inc., a mobile game publishing company based in Hong Kong and               
Taiwan. In 2015, he co-founded MAMO Games Ltd. with Meiah Entertainment (HK-listed company). MAMO              
is a mobile game company focusing on entertainment and in collaboration with Meiah Entertainment. in               
2016, it has closed the Series A funding round with 300 million HKD valuation by 3W (privately funded) as a                    
strategic investor. After establishing his name in the gaming industry, he co-founded GamEcoSys in 2017.               
Today, he's set to make more profound changes in the mobile games industry. His full profile can be found                   
at:https://www.linkedin.com/in/gary-ip-b47b11157/  

  

Hector Wan: Director of Operations 
Hector has 12 years of experience in managing publishing teams in the digital free-to-play              
games industry. Prior to Gamecosys, Hector worked for Seasun, where he successfully led             

the release and operations of four titles, and was responsible for leading the global mobile game business.                 
Some products he helped release in Europe and the United States include "Brave Cross" and "Go! Titans."                 
Hector has extensive experience in product operations and distribution as he previously managed             
Gamania's top titles including "Lineage" and "Kart Rider." 
His full profile can be found at: https://www.linkedin.com/in/wan-kai-hang-996b3047/  

Advisors and Partners 

Advisors 
 

David Song  
David Song founded Global Mobile Game Confederation( GMGC) in 2012. GMGC is an             
international platform for sharing industry trends and ideas in the ever-evolving game            

industry. The GMGC conference is organized annually and yearly draws more than 200 speakers and               
16,000 industry professionals from over 40 countries. Before founding GMGC, David co-founded GWC, the              
organizer of Asia's largest mobile internet conference GMIC. GWC members include Tencent, Alibaba,             
Microsoft, Xiaomi and Facebook.  
His full profile can be found at: https://www.linkedin.com/in/songwei001/ 
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 Maxim de Wit 
 

Maxim started his career in China with key positions at organizations that organized Asia's largest B2B                 
mobile Internet and mobile gaming conferences. Maxim became a connector and thought leader in the               
Asian tech space, regularly advising boards and speaking publicly. A cultural chameleon and Asia expert,               
Maxim has lived in China, India, Vietnam and Singapore for the past 8 years. Maxim continues to leverage                  
his network and market knowledge to help companies expand to new markets and form lasting strategic                
partnerships. 
His full profile can be found at: https://www.linkedin.com/in/maximdewit/  
 

   Dale Huang 
 
Dalu is currently the founder of Gamamobi, he has been in the gaming industry for over 18 years. He was                    
previously the Operations Director at E-Fun for more than 4 years. During his tenure he managed more                 
than 180 team members that created games that generated total revenues exceeding NT$100 million. Dalu               
is a product and market operations specialist, specializing in observing regional market and user behavior               
trends and leveraging these to create the best product plan strategies. 

 

 

 

 

Tom Shum 
Tom was graduated from B.Sc. Double Major of Computer Science & Maths at University of British                
Columbia, and had his Master degree in Information Technology from Hong Kong University of Science &                
Technology. Tom has been the founder of ACT Media since 2007 which is the leading marketing agency in                  
Hong Kong and Taiwan for mobile game apps. ACT Media works with various named companies such as                 
Tencent, Supercell, Blizzard, Mixi, Netmarble, Nexon, Sega, Bandai.  
Tom has been involved in the advertising industry over 15 years and gained strong connections and                
resources on marketing expectually mobile apps. Throughout the experience from the past years, Tom              
gains a very strong strategy planning skills and reputation in the market. 
His full profile can be found at: https://www.linkedin.com/in/tom-shum-87371815/  
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    Frank Liu 
Frank is the co-founder & CEO of urAD since 2001, urAD is a cutting-edge Ad-Tech Firm based in Taiwan                   
with branches throughout Southeast Asia. Its sole mission is to create a personalized intelligent digital               
advertising experience that delivers results effectively and efficiently. urAD leverages big data analysis,             
along with advanced machine learning and image recognition technologies to achieve maximum ROI and              
minimize spending. Frank also is the councillor of PurpleCow Startup Association. His full profile can be                
found at: https://www.linkedin.com/in/frank-liu-729879157/  

 
 

    Nelson Chan 
Working in data centre field for over fifteen years, Nelson is a system design and cloud expert in the                   
industry. He had participated in numbers of regional large scale data centre development and fully               
understand what a system needed to ensure its success. With bloom of blockchain, he is eager to put the                   
technology in use and see its prospects.  
His full profile can be found at: https://www.linkedin.com/in/neilson-chan-535b9336/  

 
 

  
 

Karen Yang 
Karen is currently studying in Master of Digital Currency at University of Nicosia & was               

graduated from Honours Bachelor of Arts, Specialist in Eco & Eco History at University of Toronto.  
 
Karen has been working in the financial industry for sale trading business since 2008. She is specializing in                  
futures and equity strategic trading and dealing with investment banks, high frequency trading companies,              
market makers and hedge funds companies. Throughout the experience from the past years, Karen gains a                
very strong market connection, skills and reputation in the market. 
Her full profile can be found at: https://www.linkedin.com/in/karen-yang-a3652a14/ 
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Strategic Partners 
 

  

 WeGames Corp. (WeGames) was established in 2013 with a developer background for more than 16 
years. We Games is a fast market adapter to focus on mobile/handheld gaming and positioned on both 
developing and publishing . In their most recent work-Pili Heroes. It has received more than 1.5million 
downloads in Taiwan solely and with cumulative revenue of 11 million (USD) in 4 months. 
 

    
 
ACT Media with offices in Hong Kong and Taiwan, established in 2006, Act Media has become renowned 
as a full service media agency, expertise include Brand Strategy, Media Accountability and Research & 
Analysis. In addition to Media Planning & Buying, Event Management, Digital Strategy & Optimization. 
Clients globally including SUPERCELL, Tencent, MIXI, IGG, Nexon, E Fun. 
 

   
urAD is a cutting edge Ad-Tech Firm based in Taiwan with branches throughout Southeast Asia. Its sole 
mission is to create a personalized intelligent digital advertising experience that delivers results effectively 
and efficiently, clients including Disney, Canon, HSBC, HONDA, Carrefour, JPMorgan Chase etc., 
 

  
 
Global Mobile Game Confederation (GMGC) has been formed to promote mobile gaming industry and is an 
international platform for companies to form long lasting partnerships and access new markets.  The 
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GMGC conference is organized annually and yearly draws more than 200 speakers and 16,000 industry 
professionals from over 40 countries.  

 

 

QooApp is a mobile game platform focused on the second element. Since its launch in 2014, it has been 
trusted and loved by players in Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macau. After 2016, QooApp enhanced its content 
and services in English, Korean, Japanese, and other languages. The total number of users worldwide has 
exceeded 10,000,000. 

 

InterServ International Inc.,an IPO company and one of leading game developers in Asia.Company 
originally develops PC MMORPG, Casual games, Consoles, and now expanding on Mobile. 
 

 

Midi Digital Entertainment Co., Ltd., established in October 2016, is a mobile game company formed to 
"continuing Taiwanese Cultural and Creative IP".  

   

Romanian Game Developers Association is a non-profit organization whose purpose is to support and 
promote the Romanian video game developers market into making them more successful and profitable on 
the internal and international market. 
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Lemon Game is a mobile game publisher which focuses on the South East Asian markets. Their title Dota 
Legend generated NTD$ 5 billion revenue in the Taiwan market alone. 
 

 
 
MAMO Games Limited, established in 2015 as a subsidiary of MEI AH ENTERTAINMENT (Hong Kong 
Stock Code: 00391) . MAMO is An innovative mobile game startup company that publishes mobile games 
and operates in China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau, SEA. <Genesis Spirits> won Hong Kong ICT Awards. 
 
 

 
 
Taipei Computer Association (TCA), established in 1974, is the leading industrial organization in Taiwan. Its 
4,000 members engages various fields such as software, hardware, semiconductors and components, 
manufacture, sales, network communication service, etc., thereby generating over 80% of the total 
production value of Taiwan’s Information Communication Technology (ICT). TCA offices are located in 
Taipei, Taichung and Kaohsiung as well as overseas offices in China, Japan and India. COMPUTEX 
TAIPEI, organized by TCA, is the largest ICT exhibition in Asia and the most significant ICT procurement 
platform in the industry. Each June, the exhibition generates business opportunities to the value of over 
US$ 20 billion. 
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Early members 
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Project Roadmap 

 

Legal Disclaimer 
 
This document is made available to the public for informational purposes only. Nothing in this document                
shall be construed as an offer to enter into any transaction with any of the companies or individuals                  
mentioned herein. Nothing in this document is to be considered as advice, consultation or recommendation,               
and shall not be relied upon as such by any person. Any action taken by any person in reliance on this                     
document is made by them at their own risk and based on their own assessment, and Gamecosys and their                   
affiliated parties shall not bear any liability for the consequences of such actions.  
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